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variation. Never heard of it? So why a big twin? The vertical twin Before the onslaught of big
triples and fours, the cc category was pretty much defined by vertical twins; or more to the
point, British vertical twins like the Royal Enfield Interceptor , Norton Commando and Triumph
Bonneville. But compared to its British rivals the XS was considered small, while the TX was a
regrettable failure. By the end of , there were really only two large vertical twins on the market,
the cc Triumph Bonneville and the cc Yamaha XS While the days of Rule Britannia were over,

there was still a sizeable community of riders who wanted a big twin. For that group, the new
fours were too much. They had two too many cylinders, too many camshafts, too many
carburetors and too many spark plugs. And on that score, the KZ delivered. The 55 horsepower,
cc twin had double overhead cams, shim and bucket valve adjustment, a Morse Hy-Vo primary
drive chain and five forward gears. Vertical twins vibrate, so Kawasaki gave the a pair of
chain-driven counter balancers. It worked â€” mostly. Styling of the KZ was restrained, with a 3.
Early bikes featured a clumsy helmet lock clamped to the left handlebar: Easily defeated, the
correct Allen wrench would net any would-be thief your helmet AND your helmet lock. Overall,
however, testers gave the big twin good marks. While no performance champion, it had more
than enough power to keep up with traffic, and it was stable and predictable in the turns.
Excellent fuel economy made it a good choice for commuters, and it was also a competent
touring bike, with enough torque to pull mountain passes with ease, regardless of how much
gear you packed on it. The biggest accolades were reserved for its dependability. Thanks to its
simple but robust construction, the KZ earned a reputation for rock solid dependability, owners
piling on the miles with little more than routine maintenance. Kawasaki had gambled that there
was a market for a simple, reliable big twin, and they were right. Kawasaki tried to give it some
new life by bobbing the exhaust pipes, stepping the seat, clamping on a set of high-rise
handlebars and, curiously, replacing the rear disc with a drum brake setup and calling it the
CSR to bring it in step with its successful line of street cruisers. Yet as solid a machine as the
KZ twin was, its time had come and gone, and the model was retired for good after Until you
rode one, that is. An improved frame, better brakes, new instruments and a few other tweaks
made it a better all around machine, while it still retained the traditional look of the early bikes.
Cheap and reliable, the XS is possibly the perfect classic rider. Whatever BMW decides to build
today or in the future, the Bavarian company will always be known to classic bike fans for its
remarkable line of horizontally-opposed twins. At pounds with a full tank it was no lightweight,
but noticeably lighter than the KZ I just finished a resto-mod of an '83 Suzuki GR vertical twin.
Awesome bike. LOVE this bike! Love it! Got mine out of a shed after 26yrs storage less than mi.
Ahh, the forgotten KZ. I have 3. Bobbed 5 inches off that sidewalk of a seat and shortened the
frame. Stock seat mounts and lock still in tact. Had the seat rebuilt with a bum stop. Put all the
cafe racer accutromon on it including super bike bars, fork gaters, chip guard, etc. Jetted to the
gnats ass and is super crispy with an almost European grumble. Unique is the word for this old
girl, but sooooooo much fun. Damn this website is terrible! Ive got 2 KZBs. One i got from a
shop customer in trade for money off his bill on a Triumph build back when I had a shop, Used
it a rat bike and loaner for friends for several years. Sidelined when those dang CV carbs went
south Swap them out for a Mikuni CV carb set Got another with a few missing parts but a runner
a few years ago. I was always surprised not much out there for performance upgrade parts. I
would think a Camshaft kit might wake it up nicely, but for the most part, These are very reliable
bikes. Just acquired '76 KZB with 12K miles. For being almost 40 years old, this reliable old Big
Twin runs and shifts like a champ. Will soon be locating and replacing "hidden" oil filter.
Someone installed cool looking chrome mufflers which do a good job but block operation of
centerstand. This bike has lots of power and is famous for reliability. I love the sound and the
heavy weight lbs. Really different. Jerry Central Florida. Here's my two cents' worth: Love my
KZB. Starts on one or two kicks, which is good, since the starter clutch same part as in the tiny
KZ is weak. Had several Yamaha s, and like the looks, but not much else. Easy starting, but their
bad handling is made worse by modern tires, which afford too much grip and torque the chassis
even worse. Uncomfortable to ride in any mode, they're best parked outside the cafe. It was just
so tall that neither he nor I ever liked it too much. You were correct in every respect; Last year I
found my beautiful, original condition KZ discarded in a garage. Having seldom seen the light of
day since she was imported to England from USA during, I think, the early 80s she required only
minor repair; battery, starter clutch, tyres and brakes. Certainly as much fun as any machine I
have owned in over 40 years road riding. I'll shout out a halelulea or whatever to the end of that
article. I traded a wrecked car to a country auto wrecker here in northern Alberta for a '76 KZ B1
last year. I also got a '77 KZ Four basket case for parts. It has the swing-arm and rear, and front
end, from the which was a C1 so dual front disks. The has 42K miles on the odo and was said to
be a good runner. I fired up the engine sans exhausts, while it was on the bench. It fired up after
about 3 cranks of the starter and as expected, was LOUD : but ran nice. The Lonesome Twin
lives on! Brent in Peace River, Alberta, Canada. Motorcycle Classics is America's premier
magazine for collectors and enthusiasts, dreamers and restorers, newcomers and life long
motorheads who love the sound and the beauty of classic bikes. Sign In. Register Today!
Kawasaki KZ Under the radar. Kawasaki KZ Continue Reading. Share your thoughts. More
Comments. Nick Howell-Ives. Brent Schapansky. Related Content. How To Repair Your
Motorcycle. Add to cart. Ariel Red Hunter Print. Chief Print. The MV Agusta Museum. Red

Eliason. All in the Family: Yamaha XS The sound and the fury: celebrate the machines that
changed the world! Join Today! Make Kawasaki. Model Kz. Good "Dunlap" tires, clear title and if
you want to ride it have cash in hand. This bike is a rare find, some people turn them into Caf
Racers or Choppers. Saddlebags and helmet included. Possible scooter Cc and above great
shape "not junk". The Famous kzNice bike lots of workCarbs cleaned n tunedWith podsCustom
exhaustNew paint on frame rust free, calipers, exhaust, gauges, switchesMatching key to gas
tank, seat lock,Ignition switchOil changedCustom stoppers to prevent handles from hitting
tankLubricated cables, chain n anyMoving parts clean and greased at steering and
bearingsCutom tail from And alot other tidis missing items to get it togetherClutch slipps a bit
when full throttling shifting hard. Going to be putting a new clutchI dont have a lisence so i dont
ride it just test drive it to make sure all works riteNewBatteryGold PegsBrake clutch
handlesBrake pads front n backGas tank emblems custom moldedGold Handle gripsEngine
sprocketsWheel sprocketAccel 8mm wiresNgk spark plugsCustom seatFuel PetcockChrome
handle barTail brake lights from zrx6 08And wired correctlyLED turn signels costum fitted with
resistors Croc embossed leather seat. Model KZ. The bike was owned by a man in his seventies
and has had it stored since back trouble had kept him off the two bikes I purchased from him.
Runs and rides great clean bike Check the pictures. Other than that buyer has to make and pay
for his own shipping I will help if I can. Any questions please ask. I can also be reached at
Thank you John. Make Custom Built Motorcycles. I converted the rear suspension to a mono
shock set up. I also built a new custom subframe where all the electronics are hidden under the
seat. There is a ton of handmade touches on this bike! The headlight bracket also pulls double
duty as a dashboard, and has turn signals built in. All the electronics are new. New Dyna
ignition, with coils. The gas tank is scalloped and painted to match. The forks are newly sealed.
I'm sure I am leaving out a lot. If you have any questions, just let me know. You can find a lot
more detail on my website Swerve Customs. Again any questions, just shoot them my way.
Model KZ New fork seals. Model KZ This bike turns heads everywhere it goes with a
combination of original and custom mod see-thru body styling. Besides a recent oil change,
upgrades include new tires, starter, clutch, carbs, new gaskets throughout and custom made
seat just to name a few. Both factory electric and kick-start work well making it both convenient
and fun. Odometer reading is not OEM or actual mileage. Original miles unknown, the clear title
contains no mileage detail. Will throw in complimentary trickle charger for the lithium ion
battery setup for continuous charging when not in use. All in all, if you enjoy vintage
motorcycles with tons of style and lots of potential for customization, this is the bike for you. I
bought this bike out of storage a few years ago with less than 3,mls on the clock it currently has
10,mls. It was properly stored with no rot or rust. There is very minor pitting on some chrome
parts. It was kept in non-op status so it still has the original yellow on blue CA plates a plus for
a collector's bike. Unfortunately the tool kit is missing. After I bought it I trucked it straight to
the local Kawasaki dealer and had the following done by their chief mechanic who has worked
on UJMs since the eighties: Rebuilt carbs, replaced air filter, adjusted valves, replaced plugs
and wires, replaced chain sprockets needed no attention , flushed case and replaced with
synthetic oil blend, drained and replaced fork oil, installed new fork seals, installed new brake
seals front and rear drained and refilled brakes master cylinders and brake lines front and rear ,
installed new brake pads front and rear , mounted and balanced new tires and installed new
battery. I added a Rifle sport fairing, painted and pinstriped to match, which looks like the
fairings Kawasaki installed on some Kawasaki UJMs during the period. If you are considering
this bike to make it into a bobber it would be downright criminal. It's complete, pristine and
worth far more in its original condition than if it was butchered. I'm not interested in trades full
or partial. This is strictly a cash sale. No exceptions. It's very fast and sounds wonderful. The
tank has some rust but has recently been cleaned out using the Works cleaner. The neutral
cluster bulb is out. All wiring has recently been gone through and is in very good condition. It
runs very smooth. I've had this bike for quite sometime and it is in excellent condition. I know
what it's worth so no low ball offers please. Low bars pictured and Clymer's manual included. In
line four cylinder engine, stepped LTD seat. This one is in nice stock condition. What this
means is that it runs and rides just as it should. A nice clean "unmolested" bike. These bikes
are getting hard to find in good, stock running condition. This one has been fully serviced, runs
and rides just as it should. We have installed new tires, both front, and rear!! The fork seals
have just been replaced in our service department. We go through all of our used bikes to make
sure that they are ready to ride!! Each bike goes through rigorous inspection, cleaning and
examination before we feel comfortable considering it a part of our inventory and available for
sale. Once we are through with our thorough inspections and cleanings and the bike has been
approved for sale, we photograph it from all angles. The picture views assure to our clients that
the bike is in good condition and there are no flaws to hide, which is important to both us and to

our online buyers. Be sure to check out brennys dot com for this, and lots of other bikes,
scooters, and ATVs!! Low mikes 18, Super clean Runs perfect 43 mpg Great cruiser, no
problems New, chain, breaks, clutch and speedo cables. Starter is bad but will catch enough to
start the bike. Clean title and ready to be fixed up and rode. Model Kz Bike looks great and runs
good to. This bike has been painted to look like vintage racer. Custom seat cowl opens up to
reveal battery and tool kit with a turn of the key just like the original seat did. I have clean FL
title in hand. New Battery, oil change with filter and spark plugs installed. Custom exhaust.
Brakes calipers rebuilt and carb cleaned. Many new parts including mini LED signals, clubman
bars, headlight, bar end mirrors, brake reservoir and lever, 2 into 1 headers and exhaust, like
new tires plus all the original parts to return to stock. Also includes 3 new helmets and leather
riding chaps. Call for more information, serious inquiries only please. Alamo Heights, TX.
Huntington Beach, CA. Coconut Creek, FL. Fort Rice, ND. Olmos Park, TX. North Fork, CA.
Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Kz Year
Make Kawasaki Model Kz. Year Make Kawasaki Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1
Month. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Kawasaki Model Kz ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make
Kawasaki. Model Kz Excellently done, wonderful condition, like new despite being almost 40
years old. Make Suzuki. Model Bike looks great and runs good to. This bike has been painted to
look like vintage racer. Custom seat cowl opens up to reveal battery and tool kit with a turn of
the key just like the original seat did. I have clean FL title in hand. New Battery, oil change with
filter and spark plugs installed. Custom exhaust. Brakes calipers rebuilt and carb cleaned. Many
new parts including mini LED signals, clubman bars, headlight, bar end mirrors, brake reservoir
and lever, 2 into 1 headers and exhaust, like new tires plus all the original parts to return to
stock. Also includes 3 new helmets and leather riding chaps. Call for more information, serious
inquiries only please. It runs and rides. Paint is chipped in a few places on the gas tank. Makes
a great beginner bike and has a comfortable riding position. Model KZ Price is firm, I need the
money for car insurance, need this gone! This bike is a stunning survivor that has been with the
original owner for over 29 years. In that time it has received meticulous care. It is in amazing
condition, with all surfaces immaculate. The only non-stock change was the exhausts being
painted black 20 years ago as an owner preference. These motorcycles are getting extremely
difficult to find in this condition, as most were treated rough. This KZ runs and drives like new,
and would round out a collection of Kawasaki's nicely. Runs, 2 into 2 mac exhaust, mag wheels,
needs maintenance items before riding battery, airfilters, rear tire. This is a kzB twin model. I
changed the wheels to mags and added a mac 2 into 2 exhaust system. It needs a battery, rear
tire and airfilters. It is in running condition, I can run off a battery charger. The starter needs
work slow , I have a spare, I kick it to start it. Missing the left side trim cover under the seat, it
blew off in a high wind. Seat is in great shape, no tears. Thanks for your interest! Make Honda.
This cc machine is a real gem! Enough power to ride the highway but not too much for a novice
rider. It has been garage-kept, has passed inspection and has a clean title. It is in great
condition with No Problems! New Nelson-Rigg Cover included. Email for appointment. Nice
original paint motorcycle. All stock except mufflers. I just went through the carburetors, points,
plugs and new battery. Tires are getting down there, probably a month or two left on them. Runs
great, I just took it on mile ride a few weeks ago. I listed this a few weeks ago and wasn't going
to relist it, but decided to now in order to free up some money for repainting my Camaro. After
this listing ends it is going to a friends up north to be stored until next spring so I can start on
the Camaro. If you want it call and we'll figure out a deal. Joel I just went through the
carburetors, points and plugs. I bought this bike a few years ago for my first bike and I loved it.
It's perfect for learning to ride or wanting to build a cafe racer. I have since put in a Kawasaki I
love the way it rides now with a little more power but sadly the bike just sits in my parents
garage because of my job and location. I had it serviced last summer new chain, timing,
compression is good, replaced plugs, oil and filter. I has a few rust spots and little scratches
here and there. I have a lot of the original parts I took off to make it a little more sleek. One side
covers was stolen so there is only one now shown in pictures. I have a clean title, let me know if
you have any questions. Very nice mostly original survivor condition Kawasaki KZ B3. I
purchased this from the original owner and still have the original Indiana title. Bike is now titled
in my name current Indiana. Does have a couple scrapes and a small dent in left side of tank
near the first "K" in the Kawasaki badge. Also the trip meter reset knob on speedo is broken. I
ride this bike often so the mileage will be changing from what is listed. I have recently
performed following repairs: 1. New cylinder head gasket, complete extra engine gasket set
included with the sale. New speedo and tach cables. Carbs thoroughly cleaned with new bowl
gaskets and pilot and main jets. Also new
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brass floats. New handlebars which are lower profile then originals, I still have the stock
helmet lock. New fork seals and boots with fresh Bellray 10wt oil. New MAC chrome exhaust
Electric starter works but could stand to be removed and cleaned as it could spin faster then it
currently will. Could use new tires too! Bike starts, stops, shifts and rides nice. Nice thumper
sound from the MAC exhaust. Please call or text with questions. Thanks, good luck!! Huntington
Beach, CA. Carthagena, OH. Coconut Creek, FL. Olmos Park, TX. Rock Springs, WY. Mill Valley,
CA. Alpharetta, GA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Kz
Year Make Kawasaki Model Kz Year Make Suzuki Model Category - Engine - Posted Over 1
Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine cc Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 Next. Make
Kawasaki 7 Honda 1 Suzuki 1 Yamaha 1. Category Beta Classic Motorcycles 3. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

